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1. Introduction
The study of earthquake mechanism has rapidly been developed on
both theoretical and observational sides by many seismologists, since T.
Shida (1917) discovered a systematic pattern of quadrant type for dila-
tation and compression of first motions of longitudinal waves in a Japanese
earthquake. Up to the present, hypotheses have been given from various
standpoints on the earthquake mechanism ; that is, from what causes
stresses arise and strain energies are accumulated in the crust or the
mantle of the earth, and by what processes the energies are suddenly
released and seismic waves radiated. Nakano (1923) and Matuzawa (1926)
first introduced, as a model of focus, an idea of concentrated body forces
acting at a point in an infinite elastic medium and calculated theoretically
the field of displacement due to the sources. Nowadays, there are two
prevailing hypotheses relating to the focal mechanism which are simplified
by force systems applied to an equivalent focus.
The one is analytically represented by two equal and opposite forces
or a single couple with moment, indicating motion along a fault. The
so-called fault-plane solution means determining an orientation of the
fault and the motion direction from the first motion of P waves at many
stations distributed over the earth, by a'stereographic projection. The
method is based on Nakano's theory and was established first by Byerly
(L92S). By this technique, however, the fault plane and the auxiliary
plane perpendicular to the former cannot be distinguished from each
other, so he suggested later (L949) a method using also S wave data.
Hodgson (1951, 1953, 1957) and Ritsema (1957, 1959) have developed
Byerly's method on the same basis and determined the mechanism of







many earthquakes. Keylis-Borok (1956, 1957, 1960) also derived the
displacement field of body waves caused by similar force systems, and
used distribution of the sign of Strz and S// waves as well as of P
waves in determination of source mechanism, proposing the use of
amplitude ratios of the waves.
The other is the force system of double couples with mornent, being
perpendicular to each other, which is equivalent to two sets of
compressional and tensile stresses of equal magnitude working at right
angles at the focus. Honda (1934, 1957) presented a focal mechanism
with a radial force of harmonic type acting on the surface of a model
sphere, and discussed (1957) the amplitudes of both P and S waves.
Kawasumi (1933) dealt with a similar type of mechanism in the form
of a particular solution of wave equation. Vvedenskaya (1959, 1960)
calculated the displacements of waves radiated by faulting, like a strike-
slip fault in a limited area, by applying the dislocation theory to the
problem. Moreover, Knopoff and Gilbert (1959, 1960) recently studied
displacement patterns due to sudden dislocation along a fault plane,
especially those in bilateral faulting and those in the case of discontinuity
of displacement. Displacement fields resulting from these three focal
models are quite analogous to those of the double couple point source.
The above two types of force systems each give an identical
quadrant distribution of P waves. Therefore, we cannot judge which
of them better represents the real focus solely from observation of P
waves. The problem may be solved by the use of reliable data of S
waves, since the pattern of the first motion of S differs for the two
cases. This has been intensively studied not only by the above authors
but by Adams, Stauder (1958, 1959, 1960) and others.
On the other hand, another mechanism of cone-type was proposed
by some Japanese seismologists from different points of view, as reviewed
by the present author himself (1959). Ishimoto (1932) proposed a focal
model composed of single and quadruple sources, and Kawasumi (1933)
investigated the amplitude distribution in this type. A similar type of
mechanism was studied by Inouye (1936), Takagi (1953), Usami and
Hirono (1958), in which the displacements were obtained for many types
of forces applied on the surface of spherical or spheroidal cavity. Ingram
recently investigated (1960) a system of forces consisting of three coules
without moment, which is included in the general theory of Keylis-Borok
(1957). In these cases, the distribution of condensation and rarefaction
of P waves is not separated by two orthogonal planes, but by a set of
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conical surfaces with its vertex at the focus.
As mentioned above, various theoretical models representing the
focal mechanism have been presented, but their appropriateness should
be attested by observation. The observational studies consist mainly in
the line on which nodal planes are tentatively estimated from distribution
of the first motion directions of P and S waves and confirmed in some
cases by the wave amplitudes themselves. Most of the studies of this
kind have been associated with great earthquakes and not with earth-
quakes of small magnitude. This may be by reason of the difficulty of
applying a similar technique to the latter case owing to a lack of
sufficient data over a wide area. However, the question wether the
mechanism of these earthquakes may be identically solved or whether
it may depend upon the earthquake magnitude, its focal depth and some
other factors, seems to remain unanswered. It is an interesting problem
from this standpoint to investigate the mechanism of very small earth-
quakes, such as of local shocks or aftershocks in seismically active
regions, and the relationship, if it exists, with that of greater earth-
quakes that occurred in the same area. To approach the problem the
writer (1959) has studied the local earthquake mechanism in 'Wakayama
District. Now, for the same purpose, we shall study the focal mecha-
nism of minor earthquakes taking place in the southern Kwant6 region,
Japan.
2. Theory
In the present study, instead of the usual method mentioned above,
we shall introduce a way of deducing a focal mechanism from the
amplitude relations of body ',r/aves observed at a few stations. Assuming
the type of mechanism or the applied force system to be the three
prevailing models, namely, a single couple, double couples and cone-type
respectively, the expected field of displacement amplitudes of P, SZ and
Sf/ waves will be calculated in convenient forms for practical use of
observed data. The theoretical amplitude ratios in comparison with
observed ones on which the effects of crustal structure are taken into
account, lead to a determination of dynamic parameters of the focus.
The method using amplitude ratios was suggested by Byerly, Stauder
(1958) and Keylis-Borok (1957), and sometimes adopted successfully in
a practical research by Soviet seismologists (Keylis-Borok, Lg57 ;
Vvedenskaya, 1960). This may be valid for our present purpose. The
respective mean errors in a statistical average of the estimated values
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will serve to identify what type of mechanism is
to the real source.
( 1) Si,nsle couple
We shall first consider a
-K(t)l}s acting on the points
z
most reasonably fitted
single couple of forces +K(r)/ds and
A and A', eaeh distance from the focus
being ds/2. Let us suppose an orthogonal
co-ordinate of the left-hand side system
with its origin at the focus, as shown
in Fig. 1-, and let the direction cosines
of the forces be +1, tm, t,n, and those
of the line elements O,4 and OA' +1,
*p, tv, repectively. The displacement
components (%n, %o, %") due to the forces
at any point P(n,g,z) in an infinite
elastic medium, being distant from the
source, are expressed as follows, in the
limiting case when Ds--+O. (Nakano,
1e23).
' l lr:' l lro l'116, , 'l lu:'1,[oo-1,1,1,6, ,









* ()n * pu * vz)(In t ma -t nz)y. K (t - r I a)4trpasrn
u^" : 4,ThvreQr * py -t vz)(Ir -f ma * nz)z . I( (t - r I a)
-1u o, : Aoi rn 
()n + py + v z)[(Ir + ma + nz)n - lr'1. I( (t - r I b)
_1
u o, : 4ni rn 
()x I pa * vz)f(ln + my I nz)a - mr'1. K (t - r I b\
_' l
1- vz)[(lm + rnA + nz)z -'nr']. K (t - r lb)uo": 4oo6uYt\ fr+ Pa
(1)
where r is the distance from the origin, p the density of the medium,
a and b the progagation velocities of P and S waves. The above two
kinds of terms are associated with the emitted P and S waves
respectively.
The displaeements can be rewritten as 1r, u6 and u* in lhe spherical
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co-ordinate. That is.
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1r,:('trn cos g +uu sin g) sin 0 +uu cos 0
'tre: ('trn cos g + ua sin g) cos 0 - u" sin 0
' 'lra- -'lrn sin I +uu eos I
After algebraic calculation, they are expressed as;
A.
u,: ::!()sin d cos g I p sind sin g+r, cos d)
r
x (l sin 0 eos g +Tn sin d sin g -fn cos 0)
A
ur-- ::" ()sin d cos g * p s\nd sin g*p cos d)
r
x (l cos 0 cos g 1-mcos d sin 9-n sin 0)
_A
u,: 
- n" ()sin d cos p I p sin 0 sin g av cos 0)
r






t  s- 
4"pbt
(Byerly and Stauder, 1958; Ichikawa, 1959).
We note that u, takes a positive sense for motion away from
epicentre, z, increases for motion up and toward epicentre and. u* fot
clockwise motion looking from epicentre to station.
In a special case when the r-axis is taken aloirg the motion direction
and the a-axis along OA, that is, when l:1, ctTL:'IL:0 and ),:p:0,
,:1, Eqs. (1) and (3) are simplified in the following.
u*:=3?*K ( t - r la)  ,  uu:  r ( f  q:  K e-r lb)  (4)Atrp&tr" "  rpbr"
u,:41r i r ,2oeosg
'  12
I ,
1Io:  A" COS'd Cos g
r
1Ir: - A" coS d Sin g 
'r '
The former equations have the identical form as derived by Keylis-Borok
(1e57).






the use of observed data. Let the
r-axis be directed north, the y east
and the 2 upward, as indicated in
Fig. 2. We denote the emergent angle
of seismic ray at the focus by @, and
the azimuth of a station relating to
7 epicentre by O, which is measured
^ clockwise from northward. The dis-
placement field (u,, u@, uo) referring to
this system can immediately be obtained
if we transform 0 to @ and 9 to @ in
Eq. (3). The componenents 'u,, u, and
?ro correspond to the amplitudes of P,
SZ and Sff waves in a homegeneous
earth, respectively.
Let the angle of inclination of motion direction to horizontal surface
be\</',and the azimuth of horizontal trace of the direction be p, we then
find-that l:cos t! cos p, tyl:cas,/t sin p, n:sin{. If we put the amplitude
ratios for the three types of waves in the form;
hr:u, lu6, h2: ' t r , l1rq, hs:%sl1ro and 7x:(bla)3'  (6)
the following equations can be derived from Eq. (3),
hr:  -k sin @ cos (@-p)+cos @ tan t/t
sin (@-p) (7)
@ and @ will be determined when hypocentre is trocated, and h, and h"
will be measurable on a recorded seismogram with some corrections.
The two unknown factors, p and <!, can therefore be solved from Eq. (7),
That is,
sin (@-p):
V k'+(h,sin @ +kh, cos @)' (8)
h _ cos @ cos (O- p)-sin O tan 9lt
" sin (@- P)
+^^ .t._ kh,+(h,sin @ llth, cos @) cos @
' sln @/ kr-l(hrsin @ +kh, cos @)'
Another form
sec p tan , / t :Y;
of solution is as follows, if we put tan B:y and
Fis,. 2.




Let the direction cosines
z
Fig. 3. Double couples.
(11)
y_ A(L-BM)+W
'-- 1- r.14-419 ' Y-
where
A:tan0 ,  B:cot@ sec0 ,  C:tan@ secQ ,
M:(2- K)l@ +C) , N: K,--Zk sin @ lh, , K:Zk tan @ lh, .
The latter solution was derived for the sake of comparison with that
in the other mechanisms. Theoretically it may be possible to determine
the motion direction or the plane ln+mA+nz:0 from data at a single
station, assuming this type of mechanism. But the determination of
the other plane requires observation at another station.
(2) Double couples
We shall next consider double couples of
respectively at the points A, A' and B, B'.
of the second couple of forces be !),
tp, tv in accordance with those of the
first line elements OA and OA' which
were shown in Fig. 1,, and let the direc-
tion cosines of the second line elements
OB and OB' be !1, tnl, -rz with
those of the first couple, as illustrated
in Fig. 3. The displacement components
at a large distanee from the origin,
analongous to Eq. (1), are expressed in
the following, by combination of the re-
spective components in the single couple y
case ;
2
u",: L;ftrrnQr-l pa -toa)(ln-lma *nz)n. K (t-rla)
-1ub": 
Ei;r4l()n -t pa * yz){(ln + ma + nz)n - Ir,l
+ (lm + m,u + nz){()r -t Fa I u z) m - )r']i]. I{ (t - r I b)
etc.
The displacements can be rewritten in the spherical co-ordinate as
fol lows:
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u,:lAe (trsin d cos g+ p sind sin g*r, cos d)
r
x (Z sin 0 cos g lmsin d sin v *n cos 0)
ur:4111sin d cos g -l p sin 0 sin g * u cos 0)
r
x (l cos 0 cos g+m cos d sin 9-n sin 0)
+ (l sin d cos I * m sin 0 sing *n cos 0)
x (,i cos 0 cos g I lt cos d sin g-v sin 0)l
A
ur: - o" l(,i sin d cos E+ ll sin d sin g+y cos d)(l sin g-meos g)
r
*(l sin 0 cos g lm sin d sin g +n cas dX,l sin 9- p cos g)l .
In a special case when the n- and.u-:axes are taken along the positive
force directions of two couples, Eqs. (11) and (12) can be simplified to ;
u":-44 




u u :t/ r'(r' - q') !*lW - "") . K, (t - r lb)4zrob'r3
u,:42 sin1o cos g
r
ur:4u cos20 cos g
r
'lrr: - A" cos d sin g
r
The latter equations are identical with that derived by Honda (1934).
Comparing Eqs. (1-2), (13) and (14) with Eqs. (3), (4) and (5) in a single
couple, respectively, we find that the amplitude distributions of the P
waves are quite similar to each other.
When we introduce the geographical co-ordinate as in the preceding
section, the displacement amplitudes of P, SZ and Sf/ waves can be
obtained by replacing d with @ and, 9 with @ in Eq. (12). Let the
plunge of motion direetions of two kinds of forces bd 1,, and t/r, and the
azimuth of the horizontal traces of them be B' and 13,, we then find that
l : cos l'1 eos p' n1, : cos r! rsin pu n : sin { r and i : cos / 2cos p z, ft : cos <! zsin F z,
v:sin<!2. The arnplitude ratios, hrand hr, are related to the two known
values @ and @ and four unknown factors F' Fr, </'' and t/t, in the
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following form;
, l t  _cos@ cos(A-p,)-sin @b.nt/ t ,
'hr-6,
, cos @ cos (@- p,)-sin @ tan </t,
- 
.i" o *qo-p,)+coJo tin r/',
_qk _ sin (@-p,)
'E- sin O cos 1O- p,1a"o" 6 6*
(15)
sin (@ - B,\
sin @ cos (Q- Fr)*cos @ tan Q, .
\-r If we put tan Po:Xr and sec potanL;:Yo (i:L,2), Eq,, (15) may be
written as follows :
M,:Y'rY")
" ' i -  r+ A#,+hY,-T r+ A#r+ hY, I| (16)
'  
X,-4,  X"-Ar I
'n  i : I+ Aft+ hY,-r  t+ A,yf i4 )
where
At: tan@t, Bt:eot @1sec@1 ,  Ct: tan@1secQ1 ,
M1:(2-Krj) l (Bi+Cj),  Nt:Kt:2ksin @tlhrt ,
Ku:2ktanA1lhr5
The four unknowns X' Xr, Il, and Y" may be solved in principle from
Eq. (16), making use of the data at two stations.
If we assume, however, the two couples intersecting perpendicularly
to each other, the following condition holds, h*mp*np:0 or XrX,*YrY,
--1. Substituting X, and Y, for X, and I, from Eq. (16) into the
\- above condition, and rearranging them, we have a quadratic equation;
Y,'IP{X,)YL+8 j(X1):0 } ftl\
P{X,):u1Xr1u1, Q{X,):atX"*FIX'+Tt )
where
ul:(b1*p) let  ,  a1:(91+r) lq1 ,
dt:atlQt , Fr:(crlf)lqr , Tt:htlQr ,
at:AtDt-BoDo , b,i:BtDt , c1:D1 t
f t :AtEt,  gt :BtEt,  ht :Et-BoCt,
p5:A1B1C1M1 







atXrtbtYr*ci  v _FtXr- letY, l r t
- - ' -  f rxr+gtYr+lu '  " -  J6rtrgoYr.1hl '
u, : 4-la op o(cos 0) I a,p,(cos d )l exp {i o(t - r I a)lr
u6* $b,e,{"os 0)*a,P,(cos d)l exp {i.,;(t-rlb)}
%rp:0.
(18)
All of the coefficients will be dtermined from observation at a single
station. The solution may therefore be obtained from data of more
than two stations by a graphical method or probably by the method of
least squares.
( 3 ) Cone-tape
Some theoretical studies on the focal mechanism of a cone-type have
been made, as stated before. In most of these cases, the radial and
tangential displacements at a great distance compared with the wave-
length are exactly or approximately expressed in the following form
involving spherical harmonics ;
l
i "n'
Let us consider the geographical co-ordinate (r,@,@), taking the r-
axis northward, the gt eastward and the a upward. If we denote the
angle of inclination of the polar axis by {, and the azimuth of it
measured clockwise from northward by B, the two co-ordinate systems
are connected by;






from spherical trigonometry with the aid of Fig. 4.
@ and @ are defined as in the foregoing sections.
The displacement components zo and u@ ate
transformed from u6 and. urina general form, that
is, zr :'tre cos 7 - u* sin 7 , 'lro:'tro sin 7 f z, cos 7. In
the present case, however, the amplitudes of SZ
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and SH waves are related only to ,&0 as follows, because ,u,,:0 |
' lrs: 'Ne coS f , l lo: 'Ne sin 7 , or hr:tanT . (22)
Combining Eqs. (19), (20), (2I) and (22), we have a quadratic equation
similar to Eq. (18) for double couples, if we put tanp:y and sec ptan</t
-Y. That is,
Y'+Pj(X)Y*8r(X1:g ) .^^.
P/X):u,,f ,111,, Q{x1:o.y'*p1X*rr I  (23)
where
%t:-2 cot  @1sin @1, ui : -2 cot  @1 cos @1,
ar:(cos2 @ 1 sin' @ i-h\, cos' @ )lsin' @ o,
F i :2 sin @, cos @ /lt!, + cos' @ )lsin' @ 1,
t ,  : (cos'  @1 cos'@t-hZrsin@)lsin,  @1
X and Y may be solved from data of more than two stations, in the
same way as described before. Moreover, the angle of vertex of nodal
cone 2a will be estimated from the following relation, based on Eq. (19).
cos 2a:C, sin 20, cos 20r-Crsin 20, cos 20, )C, sin 20,-C,sin20, I eAl
C 1:h,111/ 47i . )
In all of the three types of mechanism, dynamic parameters re-
presenting the source mechanism will be obtained from two of the three
amplitude ratios, at a single station data for single couple case, or at
two stations data for double couples and a cone-type, when the focus is
located.
3. Effects of Crustal Structure
Seismic waves emitted from a focus suffer considerable change in
their amplitudes and direction of the ray paths from refraction and
reflection, during the travelling through discontinuity surfaces within
the earth's crust to an observation station on the ground surface, when
the wave period is short as compared with the layer thickness. It is,
therefore, required first to eliminate these effects, so that vre may
deduce a focal mechanism from recorded amplitudes at the station, deter-
mining the displacements and the direction of emergence at the focus.
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Assuming a horizontally layered structure
as shown in Fig. 5, we denote the original
amplitude by A, the one in each layer by Ao,
and horizontal and vertical components of the
surface amplitude by A,", and. A,r,,. Let the
emergent angle be @, the angle of incidence to
each layer be z*, the velocities in the layer Vr,
and the density of the medium p*. We then have,
,#:*''^
Fig. 5.
Vrrlsin irr:V",,lsin @o- Vur/sin 'iuo:Vu.lsin @u ,
(k:1,2, . . . ,n)  (25)
the suffixes p and s indicating the quantity belonging to the P and S
waves. The curvgture of the ray path will be determined by Eq. (25).
On the other hand, the relations between the above denoted amplitudes
can be expressed in the following forms for the P, SV and Sf/ waves,
respectively.
A^u, lArr: f r( i r r) ,  Ar,r , la", : f r( i r r) ,  Aro_rlA"*:Fu(io) )
Arr,.u, I Arr r: g r(i r r), A, o rr, I Ar r r: 9 r(i s ), Aro o-rl Au, r : G *{i', ; | 1ZA7
I
Ar"1Au"r:z , Au"o_rlAu"r:Hr(iuo).)
If we suppose propagation of the plane waves, these functions can
be calculated by the following formulae (Ewing et al., 1957).




I r :P*- t l  PnlQ,
| * p*, cot 'it o_rl po cot iu o
mr:P*-rlPnlQ
lz:tan ito(L- po-'lp*-a), ffi3: -tan i"o(l- p*rl pr-q)
Lu:tani"rcotiur_r(l-q) , Tiz:tan iuo cot iuo_r(l-q)
l r : -aot i to-r '4,  ' I fh:Cot i ro-r 'Q
q :lt(VsolVp,e)'sin' ' i,rr:k sin'?uo ,
k :2[L - (V u r-,1 V u r)'(pr-J ilI .
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While, fo(ir,) and go(i6,) have already been obtained as a parameter
of Poisson's ratio, by Matuzawa (1932) and Knopoff and others (1952).
All of the functiorts, 
.fe, g;, Fro, G, and Hr ean be computed in terms of
the emergent angle at the focus using Eq. (25). It is to be remarked
here that these formulae should be somewhat moclified when the angle
of incidence of the s waves is over the critical angle. But they are of
less use because it seems rather inadequate to analyse the data under
these circumstances, owing to nonlinear particle motion of S (Nuttli,
1e61).
If Poisson's ratios of the respective media are nearly the same,
both P and S waves travel along the same path, i. e. @":6u and i"o:iuo.
When we diScuss the amplitude ratios of. P, SV and Sf/ waves observed
at b station in such a cbse, the decrease in their amplitudes due to
travel distance may be omitted, neglecting differenee between the attenua-
tion of the waves. The ratios of the surface amplitude to the amplitude
in a homogeneous medium are written as follows;
In the present study, the data observed at three stations of the
Earthquake Research Institute in the southern Kwanto region-Tsukuba,
Inub6 and Nokogiriyama-was used for our purpose. Crustal structure
near the regions are presumed as illustrated in Fig. 6 from the results
TsuL<ubo lnubd Nokogir iyomo
A",", lAr-frFrF2. . .F^:Fu(@), Ar,rr lAr: frFrFr. . .F,:Fr(@) \
Arr,n,lAuo -grGrGr. . .G*:G"(@) 




























of explosions and seismic prospectings (Usami et al., 1958 ; Res. Group
for Expl. Seism., 1958; Asano et al., 1959 ; Tateishi et al., 1956, 1958).
Densities were determined from
an empirical density versus
seismic velocity curve compiled
by Nafe and Drake (unpublished;
cited by Talwani et al., 1959).
Fig. 7 shows the relation
between the emergent angle @
and the incident angle ir to each
layer, and Fig. 8 the ratio of the
horizontal component of surface
amplitude to the vertical one.
The transmission rates Fo, Gr
and Ho of the P, SV and SI{
waves computed for the pre-
sented structure are shown in
Fig. 9. We can find in Figs. 10,
LL and tZ the ratios of the




30' 60' O=T: eo'
(b) SI/ waves
Fig. 8. Relation between the horizontal and vertical components of surface amplitude.
Fig. 7. Relation between the emergent angle
and the angle of incidence to each layer.
60' O-= i.- 90'
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to the original amplitudes for the three kinds of waves. The displacement
amplitudes in a homogeneous earth may be estimated from these graphs'









O' 30' 60' e -- itt 
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(c) SIf waves!





Fig. 10. Ratio of the surface amplitude
u so- 60' @ _- i"i 90.
(b) S waves
at Tsukuba to the original amplitude.
30'  I
(a) P waves
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30'  60'  e=? so"
(a) P waves




Fig. 12. Ratio of the surface amplitude at Nokogiriyama to the original amplitude.
4. Observed Data
In this study, seismograms were analysed which were recorded
with electromagnetic seismographs of f/ES type at Tsukuba, Inub6 and
Nokogiriyama. The free period of both the pendulum and galvanometer
is l sec and both are critically damped. Maximum magnification is
roughly estimated to be 30,000 at Tsukuba, 11,000 at Inub6 and 3,000
at Nokogiriyama. The film speed is about 9 cm/min on its reader.
Among a great many earthquakes observed during the period from July,
1961 to March, 1962, 10 local earthquakes were selected for the present
purpose, in which all components of both P and S wave motions were
clearly recorded at the said three stations. Observed data for these
earthquakes are tabulated in Table 1. The recorded amplitudes are
associated with the first motions of P and S waves, and are corrected
by magnification of each component.
The foci of the 10 earthquakes could be located graphically, using
the P-S times at the three stations, as shown in Fig. 13. This was done
with the aid of a diagram of isochronic lines of P-S times, constructed
v(v)rA*r"y'a."
v(n)r p.*y'e."
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by Kayano (unpublished) based on
the presented structure. Table 2
summarises the determined values
of the epicentral distance, azimuth
and emergent angle, each referring
to the respective stations, and of
the focal depth.
Focal depths in most of the
shocks treated here are from 60km
to 70km exept in two earthquakes.
The emergent angle in the case
of these deeper earthquakes was
slightly corrected, under an
assumption that the velocity of P
waves in the earth's mantle
increases fuom 7.7 km/sec beneath
the Moho-discontinuity to 8. 0km/sec
at the depth of about 50 km, and
o
o-t33
Fig. 13. Location of observation stations
and epicentres of the earthquakes mentioned.
that of S waves increases at the same rate.
5- Calculated Results
The amplitude ratios of the three kinds of waves in the case of
a homogeneous medium, hr:AplAso, hr:AtlAu, and hr:AurlAu", which
were computed from the observed displacements by means of the graphs
in Figs. tO-Iz, are listed in Table 3. A" and A* are obtainable inde-
pendently from the recorded horizontal or vertical component of the
surface amplitude. The two components can be checked by their ratio
depending upon the emergent angle, shown in Fig. 8, but the observed
ratios do not always agree satisfactorily with the expected values. This
may probably be due to errors resulting from the measurement of
somewhat less reliable horizontal amplitude in P waves and vertical in
S wave, when a low velocity layer overlies crustal layers. Such being
the case, the better recorded component was employed in determining
the original amplitudes.
Making use of the values listed in Tables 2 and 3, all of the coef-
ficients in Eqs. (9), (17) and (23) can be determined, but are too many
to list. Eq. (9) for a single couple can easily be solved from data of
a single station, so that three sets of solutions are plotted respectively





































































































































the contrary, Eq. (17) for double couples and Eq. (28) for the cone-type
were solved graphically. On the same graph a set of curves of the
seeond degree corresponds to an observation at one station. Data from
the three stations give three sets of solutions by intersection of each
pair of the curves. Fig. 14 shows an example of the graph for the
three types of the mechanism
For the sake of easy comparison of the results, the solutions in the
(X, Y) graph are translated into those in the (p, </t) graph as illustrated
in Fig. 15, in which the azimuth F is given as an angle measured
clockwise from an upward directed axis and t/t as a radial length. The
extent of scattering of the plotted points'may offer a clue to the esti-
mation as to what type of force system is best fitted to the observed
results. Theoretically, the problem can also be solved by the method of
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Fig. 14. The (X, Y) graph.
(X=tan p, If:sec p tan 0)
The solid lines correspond to the case of
double couples, the broken line to cone
type and the dots to a single couple case.
Fig. 15. The (B, <D Staph.
(p; azimuth, rp; inclination)
The open circles, solid circles and
crosses correspond to the case of double























































































least squares when data are obtained at more stations. It may safely
be said of the above example that the focal mechanism of the earthquake
cited is of double couples rather than cone-type or single couple.
Table 4 summarises the final results estimated for the l-0 earth-
quakes. The strike and dip correspond to p and </t. The errors contained
in the results indicate an average of deviation from the mean value of
three sets of the solutions. The cumulative error resulting from errors
accompanied by measurements of surface amplitudes, the P-S times and
of @ and @, is evaluated as being within the above range.
6. Discussion
The calculated results are as shown in Table 4. Satisfactory solutions
could not be obtained under the assumption of a single couple for all
of the earthquakes treated here. The double couples, on the contrary,
agreed fairy well with the observed data, allowing a certain degree of
error. To only one earthquake
(No. 5-139) the mechanism of cone-
type, rather than of double couples,
may be considered to fit slightly
better. Although we cannot come
to a definite conclusion on account
of insufficient data, we may be
allowed to consider that the double
couples are more promising than
the other two systems for the
above-mentioned earthquakes, as
far as the present data are con-
cerned.
Fig. L6 indicates the distri-
bution of force directions and of
horizontal component of maximum
pressures deduced from the sense
of first motion at the three stations,
assuming the mechanism to be of
double couples. No systematic
pattern is recognized in this flgure.
This trend shows only a little
difference from the results for greater earthquakes (probably 4<M<7),







Fig. 16. Distribution of the force directions
(thin arrows) and horizontal component of
maximum pressures (thick arrows). Thin
arros/s indicates the direction of downward
force.
Mechp,ni,sm of Loco.l Eartbqunkes in Kwant6 Regi,on, Japan
from distribution of P wave motions based on usual way. It may however
be said that the mechanism itself of local earthquakes of very small
magnitude (1<M<3) in the southern Kwanto region, which is supposed
to be of double couples, does not differ greatly from that of larger
earthquakes in the same district. It contrasts sharply with that of
local earthquakes with the same order of magnitude taking place in the
upper crust in Wakayama region (Mikumo, 1959). This seems to raise
question on local eartquake mechanism.
The adopted method may involve some problems to be solved, and
the results should be compared with those obtainecl by other methods.
But it is of practical use for the determination of focal mechanism from
data of a few stations, only if technical difficulties relating to the
problems are overcome.
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